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Part 1 – Open to the Public ITEM NO.

REPORT OF STRATEGIC DIRECTOR PLACE 

TO THE PROCUREMENT BOARD

On the 6th March 2019

TITLE:  GREENING THE GREY: LOWRY PLAZA IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

That the Procurement Board authorises a total expenditure of £338,712 for the 
implementation of the Greening the Grey: Lowry Plaza Improvement project 
comprising of: 

1. A Target Price of £306.506 submitted by Groundworks Landscapes LTD to 
carry out the works. 

2. Urban Vision Professional Services fees of £32,206.21 Landscape Design, 
Supervision, and CDM duties associated with the above works.
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Detail required
Title/Description of Contracted 

Service/Supply/Project
Greening the Grey: Lowry Plaza Improvement 

Project  
Name of Successful Contractor Groundworks Landscape Ltd
Supplier Registration Number

(to be supplied by Corporate Procurement)
1339901

Type of organisation
(to be supplied by Corporate Procurement)

Private Limited Company

Status of Organisation
(to be supplied by Corporate Procurement)

SME

Contract Value
Other Costs

£306.506
£32,206.21 Full Project

Contract Duration 3 Months
Contract Start Date 13/03/2019
Contract End Date 19/06/2019

Optional Extension Period 1 months
Optional Extension Period 2 months

Who will approve each Extension 
Period? Strategic Director (extension < £150k)

Contact Officer (Name & number) Peter O’Hare x6040

Lead Service Group Place

How the contract was procured?
(to be supplied by Corporate Procurement)

Framework Call-off (Mini Competition)

Framework Details (where applicable)
(Procurement Body, Framework Reference & 

Title, Start/End Dates, Hyperlink, etc.)
Landscape 

Funding Source Combination of Above (please detail below)

Capital Programme & s.106

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

As part of the Green City Programme this project responds to aspirations to Green 
the Grey by retrofitting green infrastructure to the Lowry Plaza, whilst also improving 
accessibility across the space.  

This project seeks to add tree planting, green infrastructure and sustainable drainage 
to the established plaza at the Lowry.  Additional benefits of the scheme will see 
more seating and lighting upgraded across the plaza and the reprofiling of adjoining 
spaces to improve accessibility.  

The majority of funding comes from the council’s Green City Programme, as part of 
the best practice demonstration projects to implement sustainable drainage and tree 
planting where possible. It is a 4 year programme now in its second year.  This 
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project is supplemented by s.106 payments specifically identified to introduce tree 
planting and Green Infrastructure in the areas around the Quays Road.  

Greening the Grey of Salford Quays has been an important objective for Salford 
Quays residents and Ward Councillors, as well as fulfilling strategic objectives to 
promote the Quays as a high quality leisure destination.  Both the Lowry Arts Centre 
and Lowry Outlet Mall have been involved in the projects’ development and are fully 
supportive of the scheme.    

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:    
 008814-UVP-ELS-XX-DR-L-0002_D2_P08 Landscape General Arrangement

KEY DECISION:    Yes 

1. Detail 

1.1 Strategically Salford Quays, and in particular the Lowry Arts Centre, forms 
Salford’s premier visitor leisure attraction. With the Lowry Arts Centre 
receiving the most visitors from across GM. It is the centrepiece of the 
considerable growth that will bring new homes and jobs. The Plaza forms a 
central focal point and links with key spaces at MediaCityUK and Trafford 
Wharfside.   It is used for numerous events and regular activities including 
markets and graduation.  

1.2 Urban Vision Partnership’s Landscape Design Section has been progressing 
detailed design proposals.  Throughout the scheme development there have 
been regular meetings and consultation with the teams from Lowry Outlet Mall 
and the Lowry Arts Centre who jointly drew up the key principles.  

1.3  The key principles developed for the project are met by the design and are 
listed as follows: 

a. Introduce greening to the plaza to soften and add 
sustainable drainage.  

b. Introduce more seating and lighting to add activity. 
c. Maximise surface area for events (no net loss of central 

area) 
d. Retain access and emergency routes. 
e. Introduce accessibility standards across the plaza, 

removing steps that do not meet appropriate standards 
and installing a stair-case with handrail. 

1.4       All ward councillors have been informed and support the scheme.  

1.5      The project has been procured through the Landscape Framework and is due            
to be on site from 18th March for a 12 week period.  
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2. Value for Money Assessment

2.1 The project has been procured through the SCC Landscape Contractor 
Framework.

2.2 Time: The contract is a 12 week contract term and has been considered 
during the preparation of the tender.  Events that could cause delay have been 
built into the contract period and all contractors felt they could deliver fully 
within the specified time period. Allowances for potential disruption from 
planned events has been mitigated by creating a phasing plan that best allows 
operations to continue with minimal disruption.  

2.3 Risk: All contractors within the framework have been able to respond to the 
tender brief and have expressed no concerns with the planned works at the 
Plaza. There is a retained risk by Salford City Council, where existing 
materials due to be reused may have been fixed in a way that renders their re-
use impossible and would require substitution with a brand new surface 
material.  This could cause a cost implication of £20,000 and impact on timing, 
a contingency allowance has been identified should the need arise (see 
funding).  There is also a residual risk of being able to source materials that 
are normally imported to the UK due to the Brexit process.  It is unclear how 
this may impact on delivery of these goods.   

2.4 Cost: The Pre-Tender Estimate was developed with an initial target sum 
calculated through measured survey.  All the contractors came in over and 
above that initial figure and so a period of value engineering has followed the 
initial tender exercise and has produced efficiencies whilst also preserving all 
the principles of the scheme.  A three year establishment period has been 
included in the scheme.      

3.  Project Costs

3.1 A breakdown of the costs to which are being sought for approval are detailed 
below:

Works Cost
Groundworks Landscapes LTD 

Sub Total £ 306,506.20

Professional Fees
Urban Vision:  recalculated RIBA 2-4 £7,572.96
Urban Vision: RIBA 5-6 (incl CDM) £24,633.25

Sub Total £32206.21

Other Costs

Sub Total £0

Grand Total £338,712.41

4. Funding 
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4.1 Funding for the project comes from: 

Green City Programme, Capital Programme 2018/2019: £174,472.04

Section 106 payments:  £164,240 Collected for Erie Basin: Green 
Infrastructure in the Quays.    

Risk Contingency Allowance: Circa £20,000 identified in 18/19 Capital 
Programme Quays/MediaCityUK to be re allocated if necessary. 

5. Social Value

5.1 Groundworks Landscape Ltd submitted a strong report around social value 
identifying their commitment to work with Apprentices from Salford, embracing 
both the Living Wage and a commitment not to work with zero hour contracts.  
They also named their Salford suppliers.  

5.2 Groundworks also work with START a Salford based mental health charity.  
As part of this contract 5 service users will be directly engaged as part of this 
project. Within their tender return they also detailed a number of other projects 
they were involved in across Salford as an accumulation of contracts achieved 
throughout 2018/2019 and will re-use surplus materials and have committed to 
providing services in kind to help develop a garden of remembrance to suicide 
victims. They have suggested that they could provide 15 x 1 day of 
volunteering to support this project.   

5.3 Groundworks have committed to produce an update on Social Value as the 
project progresses to aid feeback and evaluation.   

6. Maintenance

6.1 Consultation has taken place with appropriate officers in relation to 
constructability, durability and future maintenance.

As a result, a three year establishment period, which includes an agreed 
watering and maintenance schedule for the softworks is included in the target 
sum.  Litter collection and cleaning will be carried out to existing schedules.   

The long term management of the plaza beyond three years has been 
identified.  It is also a part of a general review and rationalisation across the 
Quays where a rebalancing of revenue and expenditure could be achieved by 
exploring a number of opportunities that will make management across the 
Quays more sustainable.     

7. Delivery Timetable

7.1 It is anticipated that work will start on site 18th March 2019, for 12 weeks and 
will be completed by mid- June 2019.  Work will be adjusted to accommodate 
the British Soap Awards. 
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7.2 Disruption has been kept to a minimum by including key dates of operation in 
the contract tender packages.  Early site meetings with key stakeholders will 
further minimise disruption.  

8. Conclusion

8.1 The works will comprehensively improve both access and appearance of the 
Lowry Plaza supporting the areas growth potential and value as a visitor 
destination.   

8.2 It is recommended that the Procurement Board give their approval to appoint 
Groundwork Landscapes Ltd at a cost of £306,506.20 and Urban Vision 
Professional Services at a cost of £32,206.21 to undertake the environmental 
improvement works to the Plaza. 

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: 
SCC Unitary Development Plan  

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS: 

The works have been designed to accommodate considerable enhancements to the 
plaza that will improve access.  Handrails on steps, extra seating, new lighting and 
the reprofiling of spaces, to remove small steps, considerably opens up the plaza to a 
number of different users.  In terms of equality; this will have positive impacts to a 
broad range of people with mobility issues, people with visual impairments and 
amongst different age groups.   The changes to the plaza have been designed to 
increase dwell time, in a free space, and is designed to encourage more visitors and 
a greater number of residents to visit and spend time in the Quays as an area.   

The proposed project has been designed by Urban Vision Landscape Architects who 
are satisfied that the work complies with the Disability Discrimination Act. 

ASSESSMENT OF RISK: Low/Medium

 Projects to carry out similar works within the City have been delivered 
successfully in the past, works have been commissioned through a tendering 
process using detailed plans and drawings. 

 SCC retained risk that existing paving scheduled to be re-used has been fixed 
using a methodology that prevents their re-use.  Potential cost implication, 
funding has been identified in the Capital Programme if required.  

 Disruption to use across the Quays has been mitigated through the inclusion 
of key events in tender documents. Delivery timetable is scheduled to 
complete before summer and minimise disruption, project over-runs or 
significant delays could impact on associated/related events.     
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LEGAL IMPLICATIONS:

Supplied by: Tony Hatton, Principal Solicitor, tel. 219 6323

When commissioning contracts for the procurement of goods, services or the 
execution of works, the Council must comply with the Public Contracts Regulations 
2015 (PCR) and its own Contractual Standing Orders (CSOs), failing which a 
contract may be subject to legal challenge from an aggrieved provider. The proposed 
award of the contract follows a tender exercise by mini competition in accordance 
with the Council’s Landscapes and Associated Works Framework Agreement.

The purpose of a framework agreement is to select through a 
procurement/evaluation process a number of providers who can meet the service 
requirements of the Council, as and when those services are required. If they are 
required then the Council will undertake an exercise to call off the services from one 
or more of the providers who have been selected to be on the framework and this 
may be through any number of ways, in this instance by way of mini-competition. A 
contract will then be formed between the Council and the chosen provider/s. The 
Council will need to have followed the procedure set out in the framework agreement 
for mini competition to ensure the procurement process is compliant. The 
procurement procedures therefore appear robust and compliant with the 
requirements of CSOs and PCR.

Urban Vision will be appointed and perform the professional services associated with 
the works in accordance with and under the Development Services Partnering 
Agreement between Salford City Council and Urban Vision Partnership and this 
Agreement provides the Council with suitable rights and protections.

The report refers to a contribution to funding for the project coming from s106 funds 
specifically identified to introduce tree planting and green infrastructure in the areas 
around the Quays Road. The expenditure must be in accordance with the terms of 
the relevant planning obligations. Should the Council allocate S106 funding outside 
of the conditions within the agreements, or outside the timescales, or in breach of the 
Regulations, a developer may challenge that decision and claim back contributions.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:

Supplied by: Alison Woods ext 1135
24/10/18

Capital

Supplied by: Natalie Birchall
20/02/2019

Capital

The proposals outlined in this report will be funded from a mix of resources, SCC 
£174,472.04 and S106 contributions £164,240.
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A further contingency budget of £20,000 has been identified from within the City 
centre Regeneration and Property 2018/19 programme, to fund any risk as set out in 
this proposal to a maximum of £20,000 

Expenditure code: A10049

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS: 

Supplied by:  Deborah Derbyshire Category Manager ext 6244

The Professional Services within the report is to be delivered by Urban Vision and 
can be procured directly with Urban Vision Partnership Limited under the Council’s 
Development Services Partnering Agreement.

The works identified have been procured through a mini competition by utilising the 
Council’s Landscape Framework Agreement which conforms with the Councils 
Contractual Standing Orders.

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: Building Services, Urban Vision

WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: Ordsall and Irwell Riverside

CONTACT OFFICER:  
Peter O’Hare, Salford City Council, x6040

Ben Dolan
Strategic Director
Place


